The interior structure, the evolution, and the p-mode oscillation spectra of stellar models between 2.0 and 5 M are presented. Interior details, including convective core and envelope growth and decay, the development of composition gradients, and the onset of hydrogen shell burning are shown to be testable by future asteroseismology observations. The stellar age and mass dependence of the large-and small-spacing oscillation frequencies are discussed. The dependencies of the structure and the oscillation spectra on composition and mixing length are also discussed. A new oscillation diagnostic for stellar mass is introduced.
INTRODUCTION
Numerical modeling of the equations of stellar structure and evolution, with the aid of sophisticated compilations of relevant opacities, the equation of state, and nuclear reaction rates, has successfully mapped out our understanding of the evolution of stars throughout the H-R diagram. Confirmation of stellar evolution theory has come from the wonderful agreement between the predicted positions of stars in the H-R diagram and their observed positions, and the association of different phases of evolution with specific regions in the H-R diagram. The pulsation behavior of Cepheids and other nonlinear, radially oscillating stars has further confirmed stellar modeling for specific stars. Detailed confirmation of some of the physics of the stellar model has also come from the better than one part in one thousand agreement between the oscillation spectrum predicted by the standard solar model and the observed solar p-mode oscillation spectrum. Additionally, and recently, is the conclusion from the Sudbury Solar Neutrino Observatory (SNO) collaboration (Ahmad, Allen, & Andersen 2001) , using SNO (Boger et al. 2000) and SuperKamiokande (Fukuda et al. 1998) data, that the electron neutrino has mass and hence oscillates, thus confirming that the nuclear physics of the solar model is correct, that is, specifically, that both the p-p and CNO chains contribute to the solar luminosity.
There remain many aspects of stellar theory that have not been observationally confirmed. The matching of theoretical and observational H-R diagrams does not unambiguously confirm the interior structure predictions of the stellar models. With the exception of a few pulsating stars, our picture of the stellar interior is derived exclusively from the physics of the stellar model, constrained by the observed surface boundary conditions. Although it is unlikely that the basic physics is in error, the opacities, the equation of state, the model of convection, and the atmosphere calculation are uncertain to varying degrees. The uncertainties in the opacity and equation-of-state calculations are estimated to be approximately AE15% for conditions that exist in the deep interior of stars and as much as AE30% in the cooler outer layers. The mixing-length approximation, which has long been suspect, is now known to incorrectly specify the structure of the surface layers in the Sun, as demonstrated from seismic studies of the p-mode oscillation spectrum (Demarque, Guenther, & Kim 1999) . Furthermore, the physics of the stellar model does not include the effects of rotation or magnetic fields, which may turn out to be important.
As is often stated, p-mode oscillation data from stars will help constrain and test stellar models. Initially, oscillation data will be used to constrain the models, for example, by providing a determination of the radii of stars. Ultimately, the data will be used to test stellar interiors and evolution.
Under the unrealistically ideal situation where the observational data are well determined, one can approach the problem of how to use the oscillation data by comparing the number of constraints to the number of variables in the problem. Consider first a single star. To model an isolated star, we need to know the mass, M, age, a, luminosity, L, surface temperature, T eff , helium abundance, Y, heavy element abundance, Z, and mixing-length parameter, . In order to obtain the luminosity of a star, we must know its distance and bolometric magnitude. The latter can be obtained by applying a bolometric correction, which depends on surface temperature and mass, to the apparent magnitude. In total, there are eight independent parameters. In the case of the Sun, we know well six of the eight constraints directly, the mass, age, bolometric flux from the Sun at the Earth, surface temperature, heavy-element abundance, and distance. The theory of stellar evolution provides two additional constraints, LðM; a; Y ; Z; Þ and T eff ðM; a; Y ; Z; Þ, which are all that are required to uniquely specify the system. Indeed, the most accurate determination of the helium abundance in the interior of the Sun comes from the solar model.
Returning to the general case of a field star, two of the eight constraints come from stellar modeling, i.e., from LðM; a; Y ; Z; Þ and T eff ðM; a; Y ; Z; Þ. The metallicity can be determined from [Fe/H] measurements, the effective temperature from atmosphere models, or simply from BÀV. The apparent magnitude of the star and its color can be used to determine the apparent bolometric magnitude of the star. If the parallax of the star is known, then two additional constraints are needed. Therefore, some assumptions must be made about the star in order to specify it uniquely.
Normally, the stellar modeler will assume values for and Y, for example, using the same values as obtained for the standard solar model. For field stars, p-mode oscillation data, even just the large and small spacings (defined later) will be enough to fully constrain the system. Indeed, once the system is fully constrained, the stellar model immediately gives the age, the radius, the helium abundance, and the mixing-length parameter of the star.
For binary star systems, such as Cen AB, the number of constraints required to produce unique models of both stars increases to only 12 because of the common origin of both stars. The required constraints are the masses of the two stars, the apparent bolometric magnitudes of the two stars (which with the distance gives the luminosity of the two stars), the surface temperatures of the two stars, the age of the binary system, the helium and heavy-element abundance of the system, the distance to the system, and the mixing-length parameter of each of the two stars. Stellar evolution provides four constraints:
a; Y ; Z; B Þ, and T B ðM B ; a; Y ; Z; B Þ. The composition of the system, the color of each star, the apparent magnitude of each star, the orbit ephemeris, and the parallax are enough to completely constrain the system. Therefore, for binary stellar systems of known distance, oscillation data can be used to test the models, in much the same way that they have been used to test the solar model.
Real data used to constrain stellar models have associated uncertainties that must be accounted for in any stellar modeling analysis. In the case of Cen AB, Guenther & Demarque (1997) describe in detail how current observations can be used to constrain the system to a small range of uncertainty in the physical variables. They argue that with the addition of p-mode oscillation data, the range of uncertainty in the models is further constrained and that some internal features of the stars can be tested (e.g., the core convective region).
Another aspect of stellar modeling should be noted. That the solar model is a good fit to all observables means only that the model physics works for the specific conditions in the Sun. We currently have no way of testing whether or not the detailed physics are applicable to all stars. We do not know, for example, whether our opacity calculations are accurate at lower temperatures. We do not know whether our calibration of the rate at which helium diffuses out of the convection zone base is correct for convection zones with different depths. We do not know whether the rates of nuclear burning are correct for more massive stars where the CNO cycle dominates. We do not know to what degree convective overshooting occurs. What is needed, and what stellar p-mode oscillation data potentially offer, are new constraints to test our basic models of stars of different mass, age, and composition.
Several groups are modeling three-dimensional turbulent convection in the solar regime (Nordlund & Stein 1996; Kim & Chan 1998) and have stated plans to extend their convection models to other stars. And Deupree (2001) is now calculating full two-dimensional models of the effects of rotation in the interior of star. Stellar oscillation data will be especially critical in testing these new stellar model physics.
The purpose of this paper is to explore in greater detail the potential that asteroseismology holds in testing stellar structure and evolution theory. In this paper we focus on stars with masses between 2 and 5 M . 1 We begin with a review of the basic results of stellar evolution for stars in this mass range and then follow with a discussion of the p-mode seismology of these stars. We identify basic features of the oscillation spectrum and match them with features in the interior of the stars. Finally, we show how the stellar oscillation spectrum of a star evolves as the star itself evolves.
STELLAR MODELS
All stellar model sequences were calculated using YREC (Guenther et al. 1992) , the Yale stellar evolution code. The same code is in use by the original author of the code, P. Demarque (Yale), and his collaborators (e.g., Demarque et al. 2001) . Modified versions of the code, adapted to specific problems, are in use by M. Pinsonneault (Ohio) and his collaborators (e.g., Bahcall, Pinsonneault, & Basu 2001) , B. Chaboyer (Dartmouth) and his collaborators (e.g., Chaboyer, Sarajedini, & Armandroff 2000) , and A. Sills (e.g., Sills et al. 2001) .
The code solves the basic equations of stellar evolution using the Henyey relaxation technique. The opacities are obtained from the OPAL98 tables for temperatures above 6000 K and from the Alexander & Ferguson (1994) '' molecular '' opacity tables below 15,000 K. A weighted average, derived from a linear ramp function in temperature, is used in the transition temperature range. The composition of heavier than helium elements for all the stellar models is determined by scaling the observed solar mixture of elements as summarized by Grevesse, Noels, & Sauval (1996) . This is also the mixture on which the opacity tables are based. The current equation-of-state tables from Lawrence Livermore (Rogers 1986; Rogers, Swenson, & Iglesias 1996) are used. The nuclear energy generation routines have been updated to include the latest cross sections (Bahcall et al. 2001 ). The updated cross sections altered the luminosity of our stellar models by less than one part in one thousand.
The evolutionary sequences presented here begin on the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS), defined as the point in the evolution, following pre-main-sequence collapse, where the nuclear luminosity becomes important, that is, rising above 1% of the total luminosity (gravitational collapse luminosity dominates prior to the ZAMS). The ZAMS starting models themselves were obtained by evolving Lane-Emden gas spheres from the Hayashi track to the ZAMS using YREC.
In order to obtain oscillation frequencies that are numerically accurate to AE0.1%, the models must be represented by a relatively dense grid of shells (when compared to traditional stellar models), especially in the outer envelope and atmosphere. The stellar models discussed in this paper all have approximately 2000 shells, with one-third of the shells covering the interior, one-third covering the outer envelope, which encompasses less than 1% of the total mass, and onethird covering the atmosphere. The atmosphere is a gray atmosphere in the Eddington approximation.
The mixing-length parameter, , was obtained from a calibrated solar model that was constructed using the same physics, i.e., opacities, equation of state, and atmosphere, as used in these stellar models. Convective overshoot, rotation, and gravitational settling of helium and heavier elements were not included in the models. It is possible, though, that these additional physics will produce an observable effect on the p-mode oscillation modes and hence are worth studying in the future.
TRACKS
Evolutionary tracks were constructed for models at 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 M . The evolutionary sequences were terminated shortly after the stellar models began ascending the giant branch. The helium abundance (mass fraction) was set to Y ¼ 0:24, and the heavy-element abundance was set to Z ¼ 0:01 for most of the models.
To study the effect of different values of Y and Z, additional tracks were calculated for the 3.0 M models at Y ¼ 0:25 and 0.26 and at Z ¼ 0:005 and 0.02. Another set of tracks was also calculated for the 3.0 M models with the mixing-length parameter set slightly below and above its solar model-calibrated value of ¼ 1:6, that is, with at 1.4 and 1.8.
The stellar evolution code automatically adjusts the timestep size between models along an evolutionary track according to various criteria associated with the magnitude of the structural changes taking place. For example, during main-sequence evolution, the code uses the rate at which the abundance of hydrogen decreases in the core to control the time step, and then during giant branch evolution, the code uses the rate that the mass of the hydrogen-burning shell decreases to control the time step. As a consequence, the models are not regularly spaced along the track as seen in the H-R diagram, nor are they regularly spaced in time.
Each track consists of a time sequence of approximately 2500 models. Because each model contains over 2000 shells, it is not practical or necessary to examine the detailed structure and pulsation spectrum of every model calculated. To reduce the number of models to a more manageable level, approximately 300 models, equally spaced along the track (as viewed in an H-R diagram) were selected for detailed pulsation analysis. In addition, 12 models, positioned at key points along the track, were selected for detailed interior analysis. The 12 points along the track are identified in tables and figures by the following nomenclature, listed in order of increasing age: ms1 (the ZAMS model), ms2, to1 (just before core hydrogen exhaustion during the mainsequence phase), to2 (turnoff), to3, sg1 (isothermal core collapses), sg2, sg3 (rapid evolution to subgiant phase), sg4, sg5, gb1 (beginning of giant branch evolution), and gb2. In Figure 1 we show the evolutionary tracks of the models with the 12 points identified along each track. Some physical properties of the selected models are listed in Table 1 .
In Figure 2b we show the 3 M tracks for models with different metallicities Z (0.005, 0.010, and 0.020). Increasing Z causes the opacities near the surface of the cooler models (on the giant branch) to increase. This is because the metals provide electrons, owing to their low ionization temperature, to form H À , which is the dominant opacity source at low temperatures. An increase in the opacity near the surface causes the giant branch to shift to the red, with the envelope of the model being more distended. The effect of the metals elsewhere is different. Increasing Z prior to reaching the giant branch increases the abundance of C, N, and O in the nuclear-burning core. As a consequence, the point at which CNO burning becomes a greater contributor to the total luminosity than p-p burning takes place slightly earlier in the evolution of the star. Hydrogen is exhausted in the core earlier, and turnoff occurs at lower luminosities.
In Figure 2c we show the 3 M tracks for models with Y ¼ 0:24, 0.25, and 0.26. Increasing the helium abundance increases the mean molecular weight, and as a consequence, the luminosity of the star increases. 2 In Figure 2d , we show the 3 M tracks for models with ¼ 1:4, 1.6 (calibrated solar value), and 1.8. The effect of the mixing-length parameter on the models is minimal until the stellar model develops a convective envelope, near log T eff ¼ 3:8.
EVOLUTION OF STRUCTURE

Age Scale
Because the rate of evolution varies significantly from the main-sequence to the giant branch, it is necessary to adopt a nonlinear timescale. We use the total arc length, , measured from the ZAMS, along the model's evolutionary track in the H-R diagram to stand in for the age scale of the models. During phases of evolution when the interior structure is undergoing rapid changes, the position of the star, in the H-R diagram, changes rapidly, and during more quiescent phases of evolution, such as during main-sequence evolution, the H-R diagram position of the star does not change very much. Figure 3 , which is a plot of age versus (the scale of which is arbitrary) for the 2-5.0 M evolutionary sequences, can be used to convert between the two age scales. The 12 specifically selected models along the evolutionary sequence are identified.
Pressure, Temperature, Density, and Luminosity
The evolution of the interior structure of stars between 2 and 5.0 M was well studied by stellar modelers in the 1960s. Iben's (1967) review article provides detailed physical explanations of the interior evolution of a 5.0 M star and, indeed, summarizes most of the results that remain valid today. For comparison purposes and as a general reference, we provide detailed plots of the interior structure of the 2 and 5.0 M models at the 12 selected points along the evolution (Figs. 4-11) .
Qualitatively, the circa 1960s through 1980s models are very similar to present-day models. Differences lie in the details. Present-day models used in pulsation studies are constructed using approximately 10 times more shells and include significantly more detailed and up-to-date atomic and nuclear physics. These improvements have been tested and calibrated in the solar model. Consider that the theoretical oscillation spectrum of a circa 1970s standard solar model (Iben & Mahaffy 1976) did not match the observed solar oscillation spectrum to better than one part in one hundred. Today, the oscillation spectrum of the standard solar model matches the observations to better than one part in one thousand, all without any ad hoc tweaking of the physics. The plots reveal the basic flow of stellar evolution as the core becomes more centrally concentrated and hotter and the outer envelope becomes more distended. The changes that occur in the structure of the 2 M model, as the star evolves, are very similar to the changes that occur in the 5 M model. During main-sequence evolution, the source of nuclear power is spread over a large region of the core (Figures 10 and 11) , then as the star evolves off the mainsequence, following core hydrogen exhaustion, nuclear burning confines itself to an ever narrowing shell. With regard to pulsation, we note that by the time a star becomes a subgiant very little mass is contained within the envelope of the star.
Convective Envelopes
One of the more interesting features of the interior that does reveal itself in the p-mode oscillation spectrum is the presence of convective regions. Fundamentally, since we believe nonradial p-mode oscillations are driven by turbulent convection, an envelope convective region must be present in stars with observable p-mode oscillations. Needless to say, if we were to observe p-modes in stars which we predict do not have convective envelopes, then we would be forced to consider alternate driving mechanisms for the p-mode oscillations in those stars.
By simply identifying the existence or nonexistence of p-mode oscillations in a variety of stars in a cluster (i.e., a common origin group of stars), one can determine the location of the boundary between stars with and without convective envelopes. By comparing this boundary with that predicted by stellar models, we can test the basic stellar structure physics (e.g., surface boundary conditions, opacities, and equation of state) upon which the existence of a convective envelope depends. Indeed, because the position of the boundary depends on metallicity (see below), it may be possible to use the p-mode-determined position to determine, or at least confirm, the metallicity of the star cluster.
We stress that in order to carry out this seismological analysis of stellar convection, only the power envelope of the p-mode spectrum needs to be observed. The individual modes or frequency spacings do not need to be resolved. Consider, for example, the ground-based observations of Procyon (Brown 1991) , which do not resolve individual p-modes but do reveal the power envelope of the p-mode oscillations. The existence of the p-mode power spectrum implies (assuming that p-modes are driven exclusively by turbulent convection) that Procyon does have a convective envelope. Models of Procyon (Guenther & Demarque 1993) do have a convective envelope, a very shallow one.
In Figure 12 , we plot the evolution of the convective core and convective envelope mass for the 2.0-5.0 M models. Key points along the evolution are indicated by hatch marks along the top of each panel that correspond to the 12 selected models along each track. As shown, a convective envelope does not appear until the surface of the star is cool enough for the outer opacities to increase, which occurs near the subgiant phase for stars in the mass range considered here. The appearance and extent of the convective envelope depends on the heavy-element abundance (Fig. 13) , which, through ionized electrons, contributes to the H À opacity at the surface. Increasing the metal abundance increases the opacity and, in turn, forces the outer envelope to become convective earlier in the star's move toward the giant branch. In summary, the precise location on the H-R diagram of the appearance of a convective envelope as revealed by the existence of p-mode oscillations tests the surface physics of our stellar models. 
Convective Cores
Stars in the mass range considered here are burning hydrogen primarily by the CNO cycle. The steep temperature dependence of the CNO nuclear luminosity concentrates most of the energy production in the centralmost regions. The energy from the core cannot escape by radiation alone, and the region becomes convective. The oscillation spectrum of a star is affected by the presence of a convective core since convection in the core alters the chemical composition of the core, when compared to a model without a convective core, by mixing in fresh hydrogen and by homogenizing the mixture of elements inside the mixed region. Since the chemical composition of the core out to the edge of the convective core is affected, the extent of the core can be probed by p-mode seismology. As the star evolves and the central regions become more concentrated, with the nuclear burning confined to an ever more centrally concentrated core, the convective core itself shrinks, leaving behind it a discontinuity in composition at its initial outer- most extent. This has been noticed already in the interesting case of the binary star system Cen AB . The authors show that Cen A is at a critical phase of evolution where models with very slight differences can have or not have convective cores. Whether Cen A does have a convective core will be revealed when its oscillation spectrum is observed. Of specific interest would be whether or not the extent of the convective core matches theoretical predictions or, more specifically, whether or not convective overshoot is required in the model. Convective core overshoot extends the main-sequence lifetime of a star. For stars in the mass range considered here, the convective core disappears before the convective envelope appears; hence, the stars in this mass range are unlikely to have observable p-modes at the same time that the stars are predicted to have convective cores. 4.5. Mean Molecular Weight, Adiabatic Exponent, and Sound Speed
Although the variables , P, T, and L describe the overall structure and evolution of a star, other derived quantities have a more direct connection to stellar pulsation, specifically, the mean molecular weight, l, the adiabatic exponent, À 1 , the sound speed, c, the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and the Lamb frequency.
The mean molecular weight and the adiabatic exponent undergo significant changes in the outer regions of the star where p-mode oscillation modes are most sensitive. The mean molecular weight is defined as the average mass of all the atomic particles, including electrons, in units of the mass of a hydrogen ion. Throughout most of the interior of a star, where hydrogen and helium are complete ionized, l ffi ð2X þ 0:75Y Þ À1 ffi 0:6. Variations in the mean molecular weight in the envelope of a star can be traced to variations in the number fraction of electrons, especially near the H and He ionization regions. The adiabatic exponent is defined by À 1 ¼ ð@ ln p=@ ln Þj S , that is, the logarithmic derivative of log pressure with respect to density at constant entropy, S. The term À 1 remains relatively constant in the interior, at approximately 5=3, undergoing changes near the surface, where it follows the changes in mean molecular weight. The adiabatic sound speed depends on both the mean molecular weight and the adiabatic constant (c 2 ¼ À 1 P=). The sound speed decreases with increasing radius in a star. The p-mode frequencies are inversely proportional (to leading order; see x 5.1) to the inverse sound speed integrated over the radius of the star. As the sound speed decreases, its contribution to the integral increases; hence, the greatest sensitivity of the p-mode frequencies occurs in the outer layers where small perturbations to the sound speed are most strongly felt.
In Figures 14, 15 , and 16 we plot the mean molecular weight versus radius fraction near the surface for the 2, 3, and 5.0 M models at the 12 selected phases of evolution. As l runs outward through the H and He ionization zones, it undergoes step increases as the number of electrons decreases first through the helium ionization zones, then through the hydrogen ionization zone. The surface temperature of the 3 and 5 M models does not drop below 10,000 K (see Fig. 1 ), the ionization temperature of H, until after turnoff; hence, l does not show the last step increase (corresponding to the H ionization region) for these models. Note that convection does not smooth out the steps since ionization occurs on a much shorter timescale than convection.
In Figures 17, 18 , and 19 we show the adiabatic exponent versus radius fraction for the 2, 3, and 5.0 M models at the 12 selected phases of evolution. And in Figures 20, 21 , and 22 we show the same quantities but on an expanded scale near the surface. The structure of À 1 is quite complicated. Without modern computations of the atomic physics in the form of opacity tables and equation-of-state tables (especially from Lawrence Livermore), from which we obtain l and À 1 , it would not be possible to carry out the structural inversions of p-mode data to any useful degree of accuracy.
The sound speed decreases from the center of a star outward (see Figs. 23, 24, and 25) . There is a sharp bump in the sound speed near the inner boundary of the hydrogen-burning shell, noticeable in the post-main-sequence models (e.g., ms2). This is where there is an abrupt drop in mean molecular weight, as one moves outward from the isothermal helium core to the surrounding regions. Because the convective core edge moves inward as the star evolves, it leaves behind a discontinuity in composition where the convective core reached its maximum extent. The location and size of the bump depend on the rate of nuclear burning in the core and the evolution of the convective core edge. Its effect on the p-modes can be seen in the p-mode oscillation spectra (especially through the small spacing discussed in x 5).
Brunt-Vä isä lä and Lamb Frequencies
Many basic characteristics of the oscillation properties of a star can be understood through plots of the Brunt-Väisälä, N, and Lamb, L l , frequencies (see Unno et al. 1979 ). The Brunt-Väisälä frequency corresponds to the fundamental buoyancy frequency at a given shell in the model; that is, it is the frequency at which a displaced fluid element will oscillate adiabatically about its equilibrium position. In convective regions a displaced fluid element, by definition, does not return to its equilibrium position but continues to rise or fall from its displaced position; that is, the perturbed displacement grows exponentially. In convective regions the square of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency is negative; hence, the frequency itself is imaginary. For plotting purposes we set the Brunt-Väisälä frequency to zero in these regions. The Lamb frequency corresponds to the frequency of a horizontal acoustic wave of wavelength 2r=l. Acoustic modes ( p-modes) propagate in regions where the oscillation frequency is greater than both the Brunt-Väisälä and Lamb frequencies. The p-modes are evanescent in other regions. Gravity modes (g-modes) propagate in regions where the oscillation frequency is less than both the Brunt-Väisälä and Lamb frequencies.
Figures 26, 27, and 28 show N and L l¼1 , in units of microhertz, versus radius fraction at the 12 selected phases of evolution for the 2, 3, and 5 M models, respectively. As the star evolves off of the main-sequence, helium is built up in the core. This produces a bump in the Brunt-Väisälä frequency in the core. Since the bump lies below the Lamb frequency in this region, g-modes can exist in this region. Indeed, the frequencies of the g-modes in this region overlap the frequencies of the p-modes outside this region. The presence of g-modes at frequencies near the p-modes perturbs the p-mode frequencies. The effect is visible in the oscillation spectrum of a star as unequal large spacings for the low-nvalue p-modes. The surface convection zone is also revealed in the propagation diagrams. The Brunt-Väisälä frequency drops quickly to zero (becomes imaginary) in the convective regions. As the star evolves to the right in the H-R diagram toward cooler surface temperatures, models sg1-sg5, a convective envelope develops and deepens. In these models, the Brunt-Väisälä frequency is seen to abruptly drop to zero at the base of the convective envelope. Tassoul (1980) has derived a useful asymptotic formula for the p-mode frequencies, commonly written as
OSCILLATION PROPERTIES
Introduction
where
The constants , ", and depend on the structure of the surface layers. The variable n is the radial order of the mode, l is the azimuthal order of the mode, c is the speed of sound, R is the radius of the star, and L ¼ l þ 1=2. The asymptotic formula clearly shows that the oscillation frequencies depend on the run of sound speed. It is easy to isolate the first-and second-order terms in the asymptotic expression by forming specific differences of the frequencies. The large frequency spacing, defined as
is to leading order (assuming n4l) proportional to D, which depends on the sound speed predominately in the surface layers. The small frequency spacing, defined as
isolates the second-order term, which depends predominately on the sound speed (its derivative) in the interior. When oscillation spectra of stars are observed, it is expected that the spectra will initially reveal the large and small spacings, from a Fourier transform of the power spectrum. The large and small spacings characterize the regular spacing of the p-modes. The utility of the large and small spacings decreases for stars that have evolved beyond the main sequence. Here, mode bumping of p-modes by g-modes perturbs the frequencies to such an extent that the regular spacing of the modes disappears. Indeed, by the time the star arrives at the base of the giant branch, only radial (l ¼ 0) p-modes hold any semblance of regular spacings .
Even though we do not expect that stars with masses between 2 and 5 M to have visible p-mode spectra until they develop convective envelopes during their approach to the giant branch, it is instructive to study the theoretical p-mode oscillation spectra of these stars during all phases of their evolution. Furthermore, because the internal dynamical properties of intermediate and massive stars are still not fully understood, it is possible that mechanisms, other than turbulent convection at the surface, exist to drive the acoustic oscillations in these stars.
Along each stellar evolutionary track, consisting of a sequence of $2500 models, several hundred equally spaced (in the H-R diagram) models were selected for pulsation analysis. The models were input into Guenther's nonadiabatic, nonradial stellar pulsation code (Guenther 1994) . The code solves the linearized pulsation equations by relaxation. The nonadiabatic terms describe radiative gains and losses in the Eddington approximation and hence are valid in regions of low optical depth. Perturbations to the convective flux are neglected. All l ¼ 0, 1, and 2 p-modes with n ranging from 0 to 35 were calculated. Table 2 lists some of the pulsation properties of the 12 selected models along each track.
Large Spacing
The large spacing D n;l is primarily an indicator of stellar radius. What is remarkable is how insensitive it is to other parameters of the stellar model, including mass. In Figure 29 we plot hD n;l i l¼0 versus stellar radius R for all the models that have been pulsed. Here hD n;l i l¼0 is the average large spacing for n ¼ 10 20 and l ¼ 0. With an observed D n;l , suitably averaged, one can read off an approximate measure of the radius of the star from Figure 29 . The term hD n;l i does depend slightly on mass, increasing for increasing mass at a given radius. In Figure 30 we plot hD n;l i l¼0 versus stellar radius for 3 M stars of varying metallicity to show that hD n;l i l¼0 is insensitive to Z. Similar plots (not shown) for varying Y and reveal even less sensitivity to these parameters for stars between 2 and 5 M . In other words, hD n;l i makes an excellent measure of stellar radius regardless of stellar evolutionary phase, mass, or composition.
The term hD n;l i is approximately inversely proportional to radius, and this relationship is maintained without much variation for all the models considered here. The proportionality constant, though, does vary through different phases of evolution as shown in Figure 31 , which plots RhD n;l i l¼0 versus age.
The large spacing can be obtained from a Fourier transform of the power oscillation spectrum of a star. The dominant peak in the transform corresponds to one-half the large spacing for stars near the main sequence (the odd and even l p-mode frequencies are displaced by one-half the large spacing) and corresponds to the large spacing itself for stars in more advanced phases of evolution, where only the radial modes remain regularly spaced. Of course, when high-quality oscillation spectra are obtained from stars that permit individual modes to be identified, hD n;l i can be calculated directly.
We have calculated the large spacing by averaging the large spacings over a range in n. The average value of hD n;l i does depend on the range of n chosen. Interestingly, this dependence on n itself depends on mass. We define DhD n;l i as the difference between hD n;l i averaged over n ¼ 10 20 and hD n;l i averaged over n ¼ 5 10. Figure 32 shows a plot of DhD n;l i versus H-R diagram arc length, , for all of the pulsed models. The large dots along each curve identify the 12 selected phases of evolution. The plot shows that DhD n;l i depends on the mass of the star and that it is especially sensitive, at the 2% level, for masses between 2 and 3 M . Not shown here, models of stars with lower mass, which we have calculated, also show a dependence of DhD n;l i n on mass. We suggest that DhD n;l i n may be useful as a mass indicator for stars with masses less than 3 M . Note, though, as we show in Figure 33 , that for a 3 M model, DhD n;l i is also sensitive to Z. Further analysis is required to establish the true utility of this parameter.
Small Spacing
The small spacing is sensitive to the structure of the core, and, for this reason, it is sensitive to the state of evolution of the star. In Figure 34a we plot the small spacing h n;l i l¼0 averaged over n ¼ 10 20, l ¼ 0, for all of the pulsed models. Dots along the curves correspond to the 12 selected phases of evolution beginning with ms1 at the top left and continuing in sequence along each curve. The small spacing decreases as the model evolves and the core density increases. Because mode bumping destroys the regular spacing between nonradial modes, the small spacing is not well defined beyond turnoff. In order to use the small spacing as an age indicator, one must know the composition of the star because the small spacing is also sensitive to Y and Z. In Figures 34b and 34c , we plot the small spacing for the 3 M models at different metallicities and helium abundances, respectively. Figures 34b and 34c show that at a given age, the small spacing depends on composition. We note again that because stars in the mass range 2-5 M do not have convective envelopes prior to turnoff, they are not predicted to have observable p-mode oscillation spectra; hence, the small spacing will not be useful for these stars during any phase of their evolution.
Individual Frequencies
The frequencies of the l ¼ 0 and l ¼ 1 oscillation modes from n ¼ 1 20 for all of the models pulsed are shown in Fig A negative imaginary component in the frequency corresponds to a mode that is driven; that is, under the assumptions of the model it is expected to be excited. The modes were calculated taking into account nonadiabatic effects associated with radiation, i.e., the kappa mechanism, but do not include the effects of mode coupling to turbulent convective motions. The predictions of mode excitation should, therefore, be taken only within the context of excitation by radiation.
The general trend of the p-mode frequencies (real component) as the models evolve mimics the changing radii of the models. As the model evolves, its radius, in general, increases; hence, the p-mode frequencies decrease (for a given n) and so does the frequency spacing between the modes. More massive stars evolve to larger radii and hence have a more compressed frequency spectrum.
The gap in the evolution of the modes is a numerical artifact. The code first solves the adiabatic equations, then uses the adiabatic solution as an initial guess to solve the nonadiabatic equations. To control convergence, the code forces the nonadiabatic mode frequency to be near the adiabatic frequency. If the nonadiabatic frequency is significantly different from the adiabatic frequency, for example, by more than one-half the frequency spacing, then the code assumes the convergence has failed. This is what is occurring for all the modes in the gaps. In these situations one has to tweak the code for each mode calculated. Owing to the large number of modes calculated, this was not realistically possible. Based on hand-tweaked calculations of a random sample of modes within the gap, it appears that all of the modes in the gap are radiatively excited. This, though, needs to be explored further.
In Figures 37 and 38 we plot all of the models pulsed in an H-R diagram, using large dots to denote those models that are radiatively excited. There is a clear band of models that are radiatively excited that appears on the subgiant branch. The excited models are located redward (to the right) of the red edge of the instability strip, within which one finds the classical Cepheids and Scuti stars. Note that the models in the gap (where the nonadiabatic calculation failed), which divides the first string of unstable models from the second string of unstable models, are not shown with large dots even though it is likely that they too are all radiatively excited. Examining the work integral associated with the nonadiabatic modes shows that the largest positive contribution to the work integral occurs just below the surface of the star near the edge of the hydrogen ionization region. In concert, as the star evolves, the surface temperature drops below the ionization temperature of hydrogen, a convective envelope develops, and the star becomes radiatively driven to pulsation. We note that UMa, for which p-mode oscillations (radial modes only) have been tentatively identified, is a $4 M star near the base of the giant branch .
Since g-mode contamination of the p-mode spectrum occurs near the base of the giant branch, l ¼ 1 p-mode frequencies are not readily identified in the oscillation spectrum and our calculation of l ¼ 1 p-mode frequencies stops short of the giant branch.
Mode Bumping
For more evolved stellar models, when the frequency range of the g-mode spectrum enters the frequency range of the p-mode spectrum, some of the p-modes pick up g-modelike behavior in the deep interior. First the lower frequency, i.e., lower n-value, p-modes become mixed modes, then as the g-mode spectrum spreads to higher frequencies, so does the presence of mixed modes among the p-modes (Aizenman et al. 1977; Shibahashi & Osaki 1976; Christensen-Dalsgaard 1981; Osaki 1975; Gabriel 1980) . We use the Scuflaire (1974) nomenclature for mode identification that defines the radial order of the mode by n n p À n g , where n p is the number of p-nodes and n g is the number of g-nodes in the mode. In Table 3 we list the indi- vidual adiabatic frequencies and mode identifications for the 3 M model at several stages in the evolution of the model. From the table we can see that the number of g-nodes and the mixing of g-mode-like and p-mode-like behaviors increases as the star evolves.
When the contamination is confined to low-n-value modes, the p-mode frequencies are slightly perturbed. In Figure 39 we plot a small section of Figure 36 to show how the p-mode frequencies are shifted (the wavelike structure) as their frequencies approach and nearly bump into the frequencies of g-modes. Mode bumping, as seen by the ripple in frequencies in Figure 39 , moves toward higher frequencies as the model evolves. For a given model, i.e., age, one observes irregular large spacings below the frequency range contaminated by the g-mode spectrum. If this irregular spacing were observed, it would not only confirm the existence of g-modes but also would enable a very precise determination of the evolutionary phase of the star. By the time the star nears the giant branch (see Table 3 , model 200, l ¼ 1), the contamination by g-modes is such that the nonradial p-mode spectrum is lost in the forest of g-modes.
In Figure 40 , we plot the evolution of the adiabatic frequencies for several selected l ¼ 0 and l ¼ 1 p-modes for the 3 M models. Each n-value is given a distinct plot symbol. Following the evolution of the n ¼ 11, l ¼ 1 p-mode frequency, one sees the frequency decrease as the star evolves off of the main sequence ( ¼ 0 53), then the mode disappears from ¼ 54 to 64 before reappearing again at ¼ 65. This artifact is a consequence of the radial order nomenclature and mode bumping. In Table 4 we illustrate the effect of mode bumping on the radial order identification. In the first three columns, for models immediately preceding ¼ 53, we see that modes up to n ¼ 11 are mixed with one g-modelike node. At the transition to unmixed modes, one n-value is skipped. This is, in part, an artifact of the radial order nomenclature. As the mode mixing advances to higher frequencies and hence higher n-values, the skipped n-value also advances. The situation is even more complicated when the p-mode is mixed with several g-mode-like nodes (see ¼ 100 p-modes in Table 3 ). Returning to Figure 40 , the n ¼ 11, l ¼ 1 p-mode reappears when, at ¼ 65, the skipped n-value advances beyond this mode. For lower n-value l ¼ 1 p-modes, the mixing of g-modes affects not asteroseismology, one tests the stellar model physics associated with convection. It is possible, though, that nonradial p-mode oscillations can be driven by the kappa mechanism. Our solutions to the nonadiabatic, nonradial oscillation equations, which follow radiative gains and losses, reveal specific regions in the H-R diagram, redward of the instability strip, where the p-mode oscillations are driven by radiation. In particular, we find that the p-modes of subgiants with masses greater than 3 M are radiatively driven when the surface temperature of the star drops below 10,000 K and the star develops a convective envelope. In these stars the kappa mechanism operates in the hydrogen ionization region to drive the oscillations. We note, though, that nonadiabatic effects due to turbulent convection are not included in the oscillation calculation and the degree to which this might affect the prediction of oscillation excitation is unknown.
When intermediate-mass stars do develop a convective envelope, their evolution is advanced to the point where the g-mode spectrum overlaps the low-n-value p-mode spectrum. When a g-mode frequency nears the frequency of a p-mode, the p-mode frequency is perturbed or bumped. The p-mode itself becomes dual flavored, taking on g-mode-like oscillatory behavior in the interior and maintaining pmode-like oscillatory behavior near the surface. The contamination is such that by the time the star reaches the subgiant phase of evolution, the regular spacing between nonradial p-modes is completely destroyed. Radial modes are not effected since radial g-modes are undefined.
The degree to which the low-frequency p-modes are perturbed by mode bumping, that is, how far to higher frequencies the irregular spacing associated with mode bumping has extended, can be used to determine the precise evolutionary phase of a star.
It is a fortuitous coincidence that as stellar structure theory advances with the development of physically realistic models of stellar convection, nonradial p-mode oscillation observations will soon become available to test these models. Although it is difficult to predict exactly how far-reaching asteroseismology's impact will be on astrophysics, it is clear, as we have tried to show here for a small population of stars, that asteroseismology will change the way we model stars, even if only to add to the observable constraints.
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